
 

Workforce & Economic Opportunity 
Workgroup Minutes 
 
DATE:  Friday, June 7th, 2019 
TIME:  10:00 AM – 11:30 AM 
LOCATION:  Joint Office of Homeless Services 

721 SW Oak Street  
Suite 100 
Portland, Oregon, 97205 

ATTENDEES: Caitlin Campbell, Clay Cooper, Lindsey Davis, Craig Gerard, Ronit Gerard, Patrick Gihring, 
Nancy Jason, Andrew McGough, Leroy Patton, Jeff Riddle, Blair Schaeffer-Bisht, Stacey 
Triplett 

MEETING DISCUSSION 
● Welcome and Introductions 

○ Andrew McGough, Worksystems Inc., called the meeting to order. 
 

● AHFE Strategic Planning Scope: Role of WEO Workgroup, meeting frequency, etc.  
○ Paul Stark, Joint Office of Homeless Services (JOHS), referenced the synthesized feedback from 

the previous meeting regarding the scope of the strategic planning process. He reiterated that 
those notes would be consolidated with the feedback provided by the Coordinating Board and the 
other workgroups by Joshua Bates, Equity Manager at the JOHS. That feedback will be used to 
inform the request for proposal (RFP) for a facilitator in the strategic planning process. 

○ Caitlin Campbell, JOHS, explained to the workgroup that the co-chairs and her had discussed 
changing the frequency of meetings to every-other month, and wanted feedback from workgroup 
members on whether they agree with that decision. 
■ The reason for this curtailment is to allow JOHS staff to engage more fully in the strategic 

planning process. That process will re-engage with the workgroup when necessary, and once 
the aim of the workgroup is more clear, meetings may return to monthly sessions.  

■ Members in attendance found this decision agreeable and did not share any concerns.  
 

● Discussion: Integrating Housing & Employment Programs 
○ Stacey Triplett, Worksystems Inc. (WSI), shared an idea her agency has been considering that 

would help to further employment and housing services integration. The idea is an employment 
roadshow that would be provided to the housing side of A Home For Everyone. 

○ Stacey posed a series of questions: Would it be useful to some members from this workgroup to 
share a series of programs snapshots with housing providers? Who might want to participate? 
Should it be site-based? Should we do this with the housing workgroup soon, or when there's a 
strategic plan written? Figure out how many providers there are and what information they would 
like to have. 

○ Blair Schaeffer-Bisht, WSI, mentioned that Worksource Oregon recently held an all-day event 
with a housing panel, suggesting that perhaps we could emulate that in a shorter half-day 
meeting. 

○ Stacey asked the workgroup, “What would you want to share? How would your agency want to 
show up? For WSI, we’d want it to be at the network provider level.” 
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○ Several workgroup members commented that it may be helpful to find out what housing providers 
want to know about workforce, before the group plans a joint-meeting more formally. Paul 
committed to contact the Housing Workgroup lead to start exploring that potential information 
exchange. 

 
● Discussion: Employment Services Map 

○ Stacey posed another idea that WSI has been exploring to increase alignment, which is making 
the Portland workforce system more explicit by creating a provider map of workforce resources 
and agencies to show where services are located. Stacey passed around an example map that 
included Employment Opportunity Program (EOP) sites, worksource services, and some shelters.  

○ Stacey continued, “Different levels of people understand some ways to access employment 
services, but nobody knows all of it. Would a map be helpful?” 
■ Clay Cooper, Central City Concern (CCC), suggested that a map could perhaps be hosted by 

2-1-1. He noted that the 2-1-1 phone application is somewhat difficult in practice to navigate 
down to specific services.  

○ Leroy Patton, NW Development Center LLC, responded, “If we wrote a directional strategy for 
2-1-1 to dispense it the way you think would be useful, I could help get that moving. I’m on the 
board of directors. Has anyone talked to 2-1-1 about this idea?” 

○ Jeff Riddle, Transition Projects Inc. (TPI), explained that he has a list of employers who are willing 
to hire people with background issues which includes temp agencies and around two hundred 
employment locations. Jeff suggested, “Maybe we could work with Street Roots to have an 
employment section?” 

○ Blair added to this discussion that a public-facing app is currently being developed by Amplify By 
Design. The goal of this project is to help organizations providing services to those experiencing 
homelessness by providing a communications and resource platform. Paul committed to reach 
out to this organization and invite them to a future meeting. 

 
● Review 3rd quarter 2018 Economic Opportunity Program (EOP) & Homeless Youth Continuum 

(HYC) Outcomes 
○ Blair reviewed a draft of the 3rd Quarter 2018 EOP (Q3) outcomes: 

■ In Q3, 41 individuals enrolled in employment services through EOP, which brings the total 
enrolled in this fiscal year to 349 participants. This count includes those already enrolled. 

■ The cumulative rate of individuals attaining unsubsidized employment is holding at 80%, ten 
percent higher than the target. 

■ The number of EOP participants provided with housing placement for Q3 is 47, with a 
year-end goal of 75.  

○ Blair concluded by explaining that improvements in networking with employment coaches for 
housing has been helpful in gathering retention data. 

○ Lindsey Davis, New Avenues for Youth (NAFY), and Caitlin Campbell, JOHS, provided updates 
on HYC outcomes. In most outcome measures, such as youth engaging in job readiness training 
or engaging in work exposure activities, the HYC in Q3 is far exceeding the annual targets. 
■ Lindsey shared that in the NAFY model, their staff cross collaborate for housing, and it shows 

in the outcomes. Their housing team is separate and acts as a wraparound, but for youth that 
engage with it, it feels more seamless. 

■ Lindsey added that NAFY centers strategies around identity-based motivation, motivational 
interviewing, and dialectical behavior therapy. 

 
● General Updates and Announcements 

○ Clay Cooper, CCC, announced, “CCC is working with private donors to help fund a new 
employment specialist at TPI.” 

○ Jeff shared that the annual Portland Veterans Stand Down will be taking place on September 
11th, 2019. 
■ Jeff also said that TPI’s is working to make their Job Fair occur quarterly, and stated he would 

provide updated information to share with the workgroup when the next one is arranged. 
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■ He shared information about Metropolitan Public Defender’s (MPD) expungement clinics. 
○ Patrick Gihring, WSI, shared that WSI is working with Human Solutions to apply for a grant on 

funding from the state cannabis tax. The application is for a multi-agency program with a strong 
focus on re-entry. Programs with Constructing Hope, CCC, Human Solutions, and SE Works 
would all be coordinated around providing support for people re-entering from incarceration. 
Patrick stated that they should know in late June whether they will be awarded. 

○ Caitlin shared information about a National Public Radio (NPR) report on homelessness in New 
York City, focusing on how they are increasing investment in permanent housing options and 
phasing out their costly use of temporary hotel housing. 

○ Clay shared details about the soon-to-be-opened Blackburn Center, providing these highlights: 
■ The facility includes a full clinic, substance use disorder (SUD) treatment, serious mental 

illness (SMI) services, two floors of transitional housing, and one floor of permanent housing.  
■ CCC plans to have palliative care services available in future years. 
■ One career coach is hired and has started working, with two more planned in the future. 

○ Clay also announced that an AHFE-funded career coach is going to be receiving the County’s 
2019 Hilltop Award.  

○ The SOAR POIC program is looking for participants and can help youth and adults.  
○ Andrew McGough, WSI, shared that Summerworks, a paid internship and work program for 

youth, anticipates about 1,000 participants by the end of summer. 
■  Click here for further information on how to register.  

○ Andrew updated the group on Summerworks, explaining, “Increasingly, employers want people to 
have soft skills. In the Summerworks Program, part of the goal is to earn digital badges that are 
certified by Mozilla. This is a way to create credibility and give fidelity to those skill standards. The 
flipside is that we also need employers to recognize those badges. We hear consistently that they 
want people to have those skills, and this is a start in demonstrating it. It becomes a barrier for 
some young people, and we have to be mindful of those barriers when working with disconnected 
youth but still help them realize their full potential. We’re considering a tiered approach.” 
■ Lindsey added that NAFY offers the prerequisite job readiness course in their program.  

○ A brief discussion about inviting the agency Constructing Hope to a future meeting to highlight 
their program occurred. JOHS and WSI staff planned to meet and discuss the idea further. 

ACTION ITEMS 
ITEM  ASSIGNED 

1. Contact Amplify By Design to explore the possibility of appearing on a 
future agenda. 

Paul Stark 

2. Contact Portland Opportunities Industrialization Center (POIC) and invite 
them to a future meeting to talk about their re-entry program. 

Paul Stark 

NEXT MEETING 
Friday, August 2, 2019 
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM 
Joint Office of Homeless Services 
721 SW Oak Street  
Suite 100 
Portland, Oregon, 97205 
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https://www.centralcityconcern.org/housingishealth/blackburn
https://multco.us/file/79037/download
https://www.summerworks.org/youth
https://www.summerworks.org/s/SummerWorks-7-Steps-to-Success-2019-2.pdf
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